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Matt Paweski and Diane Simpson in conversation (Feb 2017) 
 
 
Diane Simpson: As you begin a new series of works, what are your references and how directly are 
these references translated? Matisse’s cutouts immediately came to my mind when I saw that 
orange piece on the announcement. Then I saw the same connections in the preliminary drawings 
you sent - something about those fluid shapes that even suggested the human figure. 
 
Matt Paweski: The direct inspirations for the works vary, but the common thread is a depiction 
of sculptural qualities from nature – organic qualities – paired with details from the constructed 
world – geometric qualities. My interest in particular eras of design, and specifically the Weiner 
Werkstatte, was exactly for this reason: the use of the ridged framework of furniture to contain 
flourishes and an oddness of hand, inspired from figurative sculpture and depictions of nature. 
Certain qualities in a body of work may change from group to group but ultimately the 
initial drawing needs to have an energy and an oddness to move forward and a durability of 
composition that is sustained over time.  
 
DS: Though the final form of our drawings differ, it’s interesting how similarly we zero in on certain 
sculptural qualities of an object and how a particular shape, fold, etc. are the bases for choosing 
that source. People have questioned my motives for referencing clothing forms. They read into it as 
an interest in feminism, fashion history, etc. But it’s really just a particular fold or turn of a high collar 
that gets me started. Also, general qualities (energy, oddness, enduring strength) are precisely the 
same requirements for both of us. I’m curious about how your drawings developed for the forms. Is 
this the final form it takes after preliminary rougher sketches?  
 
MP: I make many sketches, a bit like journaling for different energies and details. When a rough 
drawing works, I then make a 1-1 scale drawing that will act as the template for cutting all the 
parts in a particular work. There is a freedom and immediate energy in the process of drawing that I 
respond to. This is seemingly in opposition to the meticulous labor of cutting and hand 
finishing aluminum parts for the sculpture. Through the direct transfer of drawing, the original energy 
is retained and captured in the materials of the work. The drawing acts as a template, both literally 
and conceptually for the objects I make from them. We have this translation in common, of 
information into form. It’s an element that I have always admired about your work. Has this shifted 
at all over the years? 
 
DS: My process has not changed over the years. The drawing always comes first and I rely on my 
gut feeling that the form and ideas developed in the drawing are strong before I begin constructing. 
This may be related to my former 2-D background in drawing and painting - the same principles of 
good design, balance, etc. apply to both. My drawings always begin from looking at specific 2-D 
visual sources (photographs I have found or taken). It is some formal quality in an object that “strikes 
a nerve”. I start drawing a particular section that interests me. The form will morph as I do several 
versions. The final form is usually quite removed yet (at least in my mind) still reminding me of the 
essence of what first interested me in that source. It’s a process I’ve relied on since my first 
cardboard construction almost 40 years ago. I’m finding that certain shapes have repeatedly 
appeared in my work over the years. It’s an unconscious but interesting phenomenon that may 
happen to us all if we work at this game long enough. I’m currently working on a piece that has 
shapes remarkably similar to my very earliest cardboard sculptures from the late 70’s. But now the 
construction is so much more complicated that it’s driving me crazy. Back then I was starting from 
zero so my process was more direct and simple.   
 
Richard Rezac’s drawings and sculptures came to mind during this discussion, and we have talked 
about his work before. I spoke to him recently about his process and I learned that he makes 
multiple rough sketches that precede his finished drawings. He follows with more complete versions 
that often still retain extra markings/numerical calculations revealing his thought process. Then 
preceding the construction of a sculpture, he will often make drawings to serve as actual patterns or 
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templates. If he frames and exhibits a drawing, he selects what he considers the strongest or most 
telling among this normal sequence. Richard’s 3 step drawing process seems similar to yours.  
 
MP: Agreed. I have looked to Richard’s work for years, and its so interesting to hear that each of 
our idiosyncratic processes could have so much in common! It is interesting to think of him within 
our discussion of the translations from drawing to sculpture. I have always appreciated the way in 
which his drawings map out the details of a sculpture; they’re a bit like an architectural plan that 
considers the qualities that he will then make material through building. His works retain a more 
volumetric approach to object making though, where as my interests center around the allusion to 
sculptural qualities which become the sculpture. I never really know how the sculpture is going to 
function dimensionally until I have it in the room completed. It's interesting that there is so much 
visualization on both our parts, a kind of estimate of what the work will do when it becomes 
material. What originally compelled you to first want to make dimensional works? Was it something 
that you couldn’t find in painting? I was a painter early on as well. 
 
DS: Interesting that you were also a painter early on. I have discovered that most sculptors that 
interest me have moved over from the painting world. I have not made paintings for many years and 
had no desire to return to what I felt I could never do well. When I returned to school, I learned to 
construct shaped collograph printing plates. I liked not being confined within a rectilinear shape and 
collaging materials to the plate interested me. These plates grew too large to fit on a press so they 
became wall reliefs. Then in grad school (in the drawing and painting department) I was making very 
large drawings of mechanical objects and my advisor suggested I construct these drawings. Those 
were the first wall and free-standing pieces I made out of corrugated cardboard. So it wasn’t my 
idea. In fact, I countered his suggestion at first, saying “Why do I have to build it…why not stick to 
illusion?” But I enjoyed the physical aspect of the process and continued for a couple of years with 
corrugated cardboard and my only tool, a jigsaw. The problem solving and discovery of new 
materials has kept me going….so I’m still at it. 
 
MP: This phenomenon of depicting sculptural qualities through 2D means is quite striking in your 
work, how one material can hint at another through your process of making things 
dimensionally. I’m also drawn to the fact that your works are never made from volumetric parts or 
mass (other than the volume of standard industrial materials, cardboard, wood strips, wire, etc.) 
they are made from planes and line and through accumulation, volume takes shape. 
 
DS: Your accurate and insightful comment about my works employing planes and line versus mass 
has helped me think about the “why” behind this observation. I think the drawings dictate those 
decisions. I can clearly visualize how to construct the piece from the drawing whereas I would not 
have the information needed to go from the drawing to a volumetric organic object. My choice of 
materials is related to my own limitations. My first attempts at constructing a 3D object from my 
drawings began in grad school (while in the painting/drawing department.)  I had no prior formal 
training in sculptural techniques and since the drawings dictated a planar construction, cardboard 
and a jigsaw were my logical choices for those first attempts. I have continued with this self-taught 
approach, incorporating other planar materials since they allow the construction and related 
details to be revealed.  
 
MP: I have always appreciated the role that limitations play when considering the materials and 
processes for making work. Your lack of formal training and your self-taught process allow for a 
slippage and possibly a “mis-use” or “mis-understanding”, but ultimately that’s part of why the work 
is so compelling. I appreciate a process that’s a bit wonky to begin with but becomes crookedly 
refined over time. I come from a carpentry / fabrication background and at times this knowledge of 
how to make things has actually been detrimental to working through my ideas of sculpture - too 
many options. I am always working to simplify things, to develop different rules that constrain how I 
work. Ultimately these parameters have allowed for more freedom and experimentation within the 
sculpture. 


